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AbsTrACT
Stable isotope tracers have been used to gain an 
understanding of integrative animal and human 
physiology. More commonly studied organ systems 
include hepatic glucose metabolism, lipolysis from 
adipose tissue, and whole body protein metabolism. 
Recent improvements in isotope methodology have 
included the use of novel physiologic methods/
models and mathematical modeling of data during 
different physiologic states. Here we review some of 
the latest advancements in this field and highlight 
future research needs. First we discuss the use of an 
oral [U-13C3]-glycerol tracer to determine the relative 
contribution of glycerol carbons to hepatic glucose 
production after first cycling through the tricarboxylic 
acid cycle, entry of glycerol into the pentose 
phosphate pathway or direct conversion of glycerol 
into the glucose. Second, we describe an adaptation 
of the established oral minimal model used to define 
postprandial glucose dynamics to include glycerol 
dynamics in an oral glucose tolerance test with a 
[2H5]-glycerol tracer to determine dynamic changes 
in lipolysis. Simulation results were optimized when 
parameters describing glycerol flux were determined 
with a hybrid approach using both tracer- based 
calculations and constrained parameter optimization. 
Both of these methodologies can be used to expand 
our knowledge of not only human physiology, but 
also the effects of various nutritional strategies and 
medications on metabolism.

InTroduCTIon 
Isotopes have been used to investigate phys-
iology for over 80 years.1 Many studies in 
humans use stable isotopes, which are not 
radioactive and are well- tolerated when 
used in physiologic concentrations.2 General 
methods for the use of stable isotopes to study 
physiology and pathology have been well 
described2 3 and the principal organs that drive 
overall whole- body metabolism include muscle, 
adipose, and the liver, with critical smaller roles 
played by the brain and skeletal system, among 
others.2 3 Classic isotope assessments quantify 
the rate of appearance (Ra) of glucose from the 
liver, the rate of lipolysis from adipose tissue, 
measures of protein turnover and rates of the 
oxidation of glucose, fats and proteins/amino 

acids.4 5 Continuous efforts have been employed 
to expand the types of physiologic pathways 
that can be measured and to improve the accu-
racy of existing models. Here, we describe two 
distinct advancements for the use of stable 
isotope tracers to assess human physiology.

Methods of sample analysis have traditionally 
involved the use of mass spectrometry to deter-
mine the isotopic enrichment of the compound 
of interest, paired with gas chromatography 
for better separation of compounds. Newer 
methods have replaced gas chromatography 
with high pressure liquid chromatography.6 With 
mass spectrometry, selecting different methods 
of derivatization of the sample or different 
ion fragments for selective ion monitoring in 
the mass spectrometer supports the analysis of 
specific atoms within the fragment. Additional 
insights can be gained by combining tracers that 
interact through metabolic processes of interest, 
such as the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle flux7 
or hepatic triglyceride synthesis8 to name a few. 
More recently, nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) has been used to more precisely quan-
titate isotopomers.9 Herein we describe the 
application of this methodology combined with 
an oral glycerol tracer to assess relative hepatic 
pathway flux during the production of glucose.

Mathematical modeling of stable isotope 
data, such as the oral minimal model (OMM) 
used to describe glucose dynamics during an 
oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT),10–12 can 
be critical for linking how the dynamics of a 
substrate are influenced by insulin sensitivity. 
Renewed interest has occurred in the study of 
adipocyte dysfunction, especially as it relates to 
rates of lipolysis, and glycerol dynamics provide 
insight into these processes. Here, we present 
an adaptation of the glucose- derived OMM that 
also uses glycerol to simultaneously measure 
postprandial lipolysis. Different methods for 
determining Ra glycerol were compared. One 
of the most widely applied techniques is the 
method originally proposed by Steele to describe 
dynamic changes in the Ra of a substrate when 
the organism (or cell) is in a physiologic steady 
state.3 13 This approach was adapted for use in 
the non- steady state although applications of 
the non- steady state technique have not always 
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been successful.14 Other model examples not discussed here 
include the use of mass isotopomer distribution analysis15 16 
for estimating an intracellular precursor enrichment when 
it cannot be measured and the use of data from a multi- step 
hyperinsulinemic- euglycemic clamp when basal Ra cannot 
be accurately assessed. In summary, we found that a hybrid 
approach using Steele’s equation to calculate Ra at steady 
state, followed by use of constrained parameter estimation 
of Ra during the dynamic phase, minimized the error in 
simulated glycerol concentrations for both the fasting and 
dynamic portions of the curve.

use of an oral glycerol drink combined with isotopomer 
analysis to understand hepatic metabolism
The liver plays a key role in metabolic homeostasis for the 
whole body. After a meal, the liver stores excess glucose as 
glycogen and can convert excess energy to triglycerides (TG) 
for export via very low- density lipoprotein particle secre-
tion. Under fasting conditions, the liver produces glucose 
by either glycogenolysis or gluconeogenesis (GNG) from 
lactate, pyruvate, amino acids, or glycerol. Among these 
substrates, only glycerol is released from adipose tissues 
through the hydrolysis of TG, and it is readily used by the 
liver due to this organ’s high level of the enzyme, glycerol 
kinase.17 Further, unlike other GNG substrates, glycerol 
incorporation into newly- synthesized glucose does not 
require metabolism through the TCA cycle. Thus, when 
the liver is exposed to glycerol, phosphorylated glycerol (ie, 
glycerol 3- phosphate, G3P) can be converted to dihydroxy-
acetone phosphate (DHAP) or glyceraldehyde 3- phosphate 
(GA3P). These trioses are in rapid exchange via the enzyme 
triose phosphate isomerase, and their condensation leads 
to glucose synthesis. Labeling these GNG processes with 
[U-13C3]-glycerol produces a triple- labeled ([1,2,3-13C3]
or [4,5,6-13C3]) glucose; [U-13C3]-DHAP+GA3P → 
[1,2,3-13C3]-glucose, and DHAP + [U-13C3]-GA3P → 
[4,5,6-13C3]-glucose (figure 1A,B).

Experimental results, however, demonstrate the presence 
of numerous double- labeled glucose isotopomers including 
([1,2-13C2]-glucose, [2,3-13C2]-glucose, [4,5-13C2]-glucose 
and [5,6-13C2]-glucose). Glucose that is triple- labeled also 
occurs through [U-13C3]-glycerol moving through GNG—as 
evidenced by 13C NMR of a glucose derivative (figure 1A). 
The singlets (S) in the spectrum of figure 1A mainly reflect 
natural 13C abundance. However, four doublets were also 
detected: signals from [1,2-13C2]-glucose, [2,3-13C2]-glu-
cose, [4,5-13C2]-glucose, and [5,6-13C2]-glucose can also 
arise because of [U-13C3]-glycerol metabolism through the 
TCA cycle prior to GNG (figure 1C). Instead of direct incor-
poration into glucose, some [U-13C3]-glycerol is directed to 
glycolysis producing [U-13C3]-pyruvate. Pyruvate enters the 
TCA cycle through carboxylation via pyruvate carboxy-
lase or decarboxylation via pyruvate dehydrogenase. After 
entry, 13C- labels are extensively scrambled in the TCA cycle 
which label all the intermediates of the cycle. Oxaloace-
tate, an intermediate of the TCA cycle, may exit the cycle 
via phosphoenolypyruvate (PEP) carboxykinase producing 
mainly double- labeled ([2,3-13C2]-PEP and [1,2-13C2])- PEP 
under these conditions.18 Continuous GNG processes from 
these PEP isotopomers lead to double- labeled glucose 
isotopomers; [2,3-13C2]-PEP→ [1,2-13C2]-glucose or 

[5,6-13C2]-glucose, and [1,2-13C2]-PEP → [2,3-13C2]-glu-
cose or [4,5-13C2]-glucose. Thus, the appearance of 
double- labeled glucose is evidence of [U-13C3]-glycerol 
metabolism through the TCA cycle. However, the metabo-
lism through the TCA cycle does not explain why the signal 
from [1,2-13C2]-glucose is much stronger than that from 
[5,6-13C2]-glucose because both isotopomers originate from 
a common source, [2,3-13C2]PEP.

The difference between [1,2-13C2]-glucose and 
[5,6-13C2]-glucose can be explained by the potential for 
glycerol carbons to route through the pentose phosphate 
pathway (PPP) in liver after [U-13C3]glycerol adminis-
tration (figure 1D). As noted, [U-13C3]-glycerol direct 
incorporation into GNG produces [1,2,3-13C3]-hexose 
and [4,5,6-13C3]-hexose. When [1,2,3-13C3]-glucose 
6- phosphate and [4,5,6-13C3]-glucose 6- phosphate enter the 
PPP, carbon 1 is lost in the oxidative phase of the pathway 
becoming [1,2-13C2]-pentose and [3,4,5-13C3]-pentose, 
respectively. The carbons of pentose are rearranged through 
multiple reactions in the non- oxidative phase of the PPP, 
producing mainly [1,2-13C2]-fructose 6- phosphate and 
[4,5,6-13C3]-fructose 6- phosphate, respectively, and conse-
quently [1,2-13C2]-glucose and [4,5,6-13C3]-glucose. Thus 
additional [1,2-13C2]-glucose is generated through the full 
cycle of the PPP, causing higher [1,2-13C2]-glucose concen-
tration than [5,6-13C2]-glucose.18

The pathways described above result in 13C- labeling 
patterns in glucose after [U-13C3]-glycerol administration 
and these data provide rich information about three crit-
ical biochemical processes in liver. First, the sum of all 
13C- labeled glucose isotopomers indicates GNG from glyc-
erol. Second, double- labeled glucose isotopomers reflect 
[U-13C3]-glycerol metabolism through the TCA cycle, 
demonstrating mitochondrial biosynthetic functions. In this 
case, [5,6-13C2]-glucose is a convenient biomarker because 
the signal is stronger than other double- labeled isotopomers 
and its production is independent from the PPP activity. 
Third, the difference between [1,2-13C2]-glucose and 
[5,6-13C2]-glucose (precisely, [1,2-13C2]/[2,3-13C2] vs [5,6-
13C2]/[4,5-13C2] in glucose) reflects hepatic PPP activity.18

In addition to quantitating glucose production pathways, 
[U-13C3]-glycerol administration can also label the backbone 
of TG (figure 2A). One necessary intermediate for fatty acid 
esterification producing TG is G3P, and the direct incorpo-
ration of [U-13C3]-glycerol into TG produces [U-13C3]-glyc-
erol- TG (figure 2B). Similarly as noted above, the indirect 
incorporation into TG of glycerol that traversed the TCA 
cycle leads to double- labeled [1,2-13C2]-glycerol and 
[2,3-13C2]-glycerol backbones in TG (figure 2C). Figure 2A 
shows 13C- NMR of glycerol backbones in TG from lipid 
extracts after infusion with [U-13C3]-glycerol. The doublet 
in the glycerol backbone C1 & C3 region is a signal from 
both double- labeled and triple- labeled glycerol reflecting 
overall 13C enrichments in the backbones. In contrast, the 
doublet in the glycerol backbone C2 region is the signal 
from both [1,2-13C2]-glycerol and [2,3-13C2]-glycerol, while 
the triplet is the signal from [U-13C3]-glycerol only, reflecting 
[U-13C3]-glycerol's indirect incorporation through the TCA 
cycle and direct incorporation to TG, respectively.19

The [U-13C3]-glycerol method above was originally devel-
oped using rodent models, but has now been translated to 
clinical studies. In animal studies, after a [U-13C3]-glycerol 
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Figure 1 [U-13C3]-glycerol incorporation into glucose. (A)13C NMR of glucose derivative shows signals from glucose isotopomers derived 
from blood of a rat receiving [U-13C3]-glycerol. (B) [U-13C3]-glycerol direct incorporation into glucose produces triple- labeled ([1,2,3-13C3]-
glucose or [4,5,6-13C3])- glucose. (C) [U-13C3]-glycerol metabolism through the TCA cycle prior to gluconeogenesis produces double- labeled 
[1,2-13C2]-glucose, [2,3-13C2]-glucose, [4,5-13C2]-glucose or [5,6-13C2]-glucose. (D) If [1,2,3-13C3]-hexose and [4,5,6-13C3]-hexose enter the 
PPP, carbon 1 is lost in the oxidative phase followed by carbon rearrangement in the non- oxidative phase. Consequently [1,2-13C2]-hexose 
and [4,5,6-13C3]-hexose are produced from [1,2,3-13C3]-hexose and [4,5,6-13C3]-hexose, respectively, through the PPP. Open circle, 12C; 
black circle, 13C; blue circle, 13C after movement through the TCA cycle; red circle, 13C after experiencing the PPP.  DHAP, dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate; F6P, fructose 6- phosphate; GA3P, glyceraldehyde 3- phosphate; GK, glycerol kinase; G3P, glycerol 3- phosphate; G6P, glucose 
6- phosphate; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; OAA, oxaloacetate; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; PPP, pentose phosphate pathway, TCA, 
tricarboxylic acid; TPI, triose phosphate isomerase. 

intraperitoneal injection (0.5 g/kg body weight), liver and 
blood were harvested for lipid and glucose extraction 
followed by 13C NMR analysis. In clinical studies, liver 
tissue is not readily available, but blood samples can be 
used for analysis because TG and glucose synthesized in 
liver are released into the circulation. The study proce-
dures in a clinical study are quite simple requiring research 
subjects to drink water containing [U-13C3]-glycerol and 
blood draws over a 3–6- hour period. The [U-13C3]-glycerol 
method has been applied in a few clinical studies as proof 
of concept.9 20 21

One published study examined hepatic metabolism in 
patients with fatty liver but without other clinical mani-
festations.20 Obese, but otherwise healthy subjects were 

recruited and their intrahepatic TG were measured using 
proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy. All volunteers 
received 2H2O (5 g/kg body water—calculated as 60% of 
body weight for men or 50% of body weight for women)20–22 
and 50 mg/kg body weight [U-13C3]-glycerol orally, after an 
overnight fast, followed by a series of blood draws up to 
240 minutes after the glycerol administration. Blood samples 
were processed for NMR analysis of TG and glucose as 
described.913C NMR analysis of TG- glycerol demonstrated 
that patients with hepatic steatosis (>5% fats) had lower 
13C enrichments in the glycerol backbones compared with 
controls (≤5% fats), supporting TG-[13C]-glycerol dilution 
by a larger TG pool or greater unlabeled glycerol flux. The 
subjects also exhibited faster and greater [U-13C3]-glycerol 
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Figure 2 [U-13C3]-glycerol incorporation into triglycerides. (A)13C 
NMR of lipid extracts shows signals from glycerol backbones of 
TG derived from blood of a subject receiving [U-13C3]-glycerol. 
(B) [U-13C3]-glycerol direct incorporation into TG produces 
triple- labeled glycerol backbones. (C) [U-13C3]-glycerol indirect 
contribution to TG through the TCA cycle produces double- labeled 
glycerol backbones. Open circle, 12C; black circle, 13C; blue circle, 
13C after experiencing the TCA cycle. DHAP, dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate; GA3P, glyceraldehyde 3- phosphate; G3P, glycerol 
3- phosphate; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; PEP, 
phosphoenolpyruvate; TG, triglycerides; TCA, tricarboxylic acid.

metabolism through the TCA cycle prior to TG incorpo-
ration than controls. 13C NMR analysis of plasma glucose 
demonstrated delayed GNG from [U-13C3]-glycerol in those 
with fatty liver, while 2H NMR analysis of glucose demon-
strated that the relative contributions to glucose production 
from glycogen, glycerol and the TCA cycle were similar 
between those with and without fatty liver. However, after 
the oral glycerol load, compared with the control subjects, 
those with fatty liver demonstrated slower changes in fluxes 
contributing to hepatic glucose production. The load of 
[U-13C3]-glycerol led to a transient increase of the glycerol 
contribution to glucose, and this was in concordance with 
decreased glycogen contribution in all participants.

This method has been tested during the fasted state, 
as described above, following a meal and more recently, 
following an OGTT.9 22 23 The timing for the glycerol drink 
and optimal timing of the sample collection varies per type 
of oral challenge, as well as with the type of patient popu-
lation. During the OGTT, the timing of the serum sampling 
needs to occur after peak suppression of Ra glucose when 
hepatic glucose release is starting to return to fasted rates, 
to ensure that enrichments are high enough for detection. 
This will occur at a later timepoint in populations with 
lower insulin sensitivity and will also be delay even more 
so after meals.23

In summary, NMR analysis combined with [U-13C3]-glyc-
erol and 2H2O stable isotopes is a very convenient method, 
suitable for outpatients, that enables investigation of 
multiple hepatic biochemical processes in human subjects 
with only blood sampling from a single intravenous access 
site and an oral tracer.

Modeling changes in lipolysis following a glucose 
challenge
During lipolysis, breakdown of adipose tissue releases 
glycerol and non- esterified fatty acids (NEFA) for use as 
an energy substrates. Insulin resistance (IR) at the level of 
the adipose tissue is characterized by slow or incomplete 
suppression of lipolysis in response to insulin, and this may 
contribute to the development or progression of IR in other 
tissues.24 Therefore, improved understanding of adipose 
IR is imperative for advancing the care and treatment of 
diabetes and other metabolic disorders, particularly in 
populations such as obese adolescents, with rapid disease 
progression and high disease severity.25 26

Although disorders of lipolysis typically manifest in the 
postprandial state, most measures of adipose IR, including 
the gold standard multi- phase hyperinsulinemic- euglycemic 
clamp, focus on NEFA, glycerol and insulin concentra-
tions under fasted or other steady- state conditions.27–30 
Furthermore, combining a glycerol tracer with a clamp 
allows for the assessment of Ra glycerol, a direct marker 
of lipolysis which is less affected by intracellular recycling 
and the direct effect of insulin on uptake compared with 
NEFA.24–26 31–33 Experimental protocols such as the OGTT 
offer a more physiologic setting for assessing insulin sensi-
tivity. However, interpretation of dynamic OGTT data, such 
as time- varying glucose, insulin, glycerol and NEFA concen-
trations, can be complex, and measures that have attempted 
to include OGTT data in assessments of adipose IR may be 
unreliable in subjects with pancreatic β-cell dysfunction.28

Mathematical models have been developed based on 
glucose concentrations during an OGTT using data with10 
and without11 34 glucose tracers. These models have 
provided insight into the connections between glucose 
dynamics and whole- body, and hepatic- specific, insulin 
sensitivity. In addition, models focusing on the dynamics 
of NEFA have been proposed, although, to our knowledge, 
this approach has not been used to describe OGTT glycerol 
dynamics.29 35 36 To address this gap, we developed a novel, 
one- compartment, differential equation- based mathemat-
ical model to describe plasma glycerol dynamics during an 
OGTT with a glycerol isotope tracer. Ra glycerol is a key 
component of the model, and different approaches may 
be used to calculate or estimate this quantity.10 32 37 We 
compared these methodologies to determine the optimal 
implementation of Ra to include in the model to describe 
lipolysis and produce accurate representations of simulated 
glycerol concentrations.

METhods
Subjects: Fifteen participants, ages 12 to 21, were recruited 
from pediatric clinics at the Children’s Hospital Colorado 
for a prospective, cross- sectional study. The participants 
were overweight/obese girls (body mass index ≥ 90thper-
centile for age). All participants were sedentary and had 
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achieved Tanner Stage 5 in puberty. Exclusion criteria 
included type 2 diabetes and medications that affect insulin 
sensitivity. Data were collected as part of the cross- sectional 
trial APPLE (liver and fat regulation in overweight adoles-
cent girls; NCT02157974) and all participants provided 
assent or consent (≥18 years of age) with consent from the 
guardian in children.

Study protocol: One day prior to admission, partici-
pants consumed an isocaloric diet (55% carbohydrate, 
15% protein, 30% fat) and refrained from physical activity. 
Following an overnight fast, the participants underwent 
a primed constant intravenous infusion of [2H5]-glycerol 
starting at 06:00 AM. Baseline blood samples were obtained. 
At 08:00 AM, an OGTT with 75 g glucose was initiated, 
and blood was frequently sampled over 4 hours at times 
t=−30,–20, −10, 0, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 
135, 150, 180, 210, and 240. Analysis of [2H5]-glycerol was 
performed using gas chromatography mass spectrometry 
as previously described.25 26 31 37 All isotopic measurements 
were corrected for background enrichment.

Mathematical model of glycerol: To describe glycerol 
dynamics in plasma, we developed a one- compartment 
model in which the change in glycerol concentration is 
given by the following equation:

 
dg(t)

dt = −Sgg(t) + Ra(t)
V   

where  g
(
t
)
  represents glycerol concentration;  Ra

(
t
)
  is 

the rate of appearance of glycerol; and parameters  Sg   and 
 V   represent the glycerol clearance rate and volume of distri-
bution, respectively.

Ra(t) is approximated by a piecewise linear function:

 
Ra

(
t
)

=

{
αi−1 + αi− αi−1

ti−ti−1

(
t − ti−1

)
, ti−1 ≤ t ≤ ti

0, otherwise   
for  i = 1, . . . n. Note that the action of insulin to suppress 
glycerol release is implicit in the representation of Ra(t). 
The breakpoints for the Ra(t) function are described below.

Fixing V=0.3 dL/kg to represent the glycerol pool by 
the estimated volume of plasma,3 the model is structur-
ally identifiable. The model is solved numerically using 
the MATLAB built- in solver ode45. Model parameters 
are estimated with a constrained optimization to fit glyc-
erol concentrations using the MATLAB built- in function 
fmincon. A constrained optimization is performed to ensure 
that all estimated parameter values are non- negative.

Computing Ra: Three approaches were tested to deter-
mining the dynamic Ra glycerol represented by the αi 
parameters in Ra(t): calculating αi using Steele’s non- steady 
state equation adapted for use with stable isotopes (Steele’s 
Ra)3 32 ; estimating Ra(t) with αi ≥0 for all i (estimated Ra); 
and estimating Ra(t) with the constraints that α0=calculated 
Steele’s α0 and αi ≥0 for all i (constrained Ra). For Steele’s 
Ra, the αi was calculated at each sampling time point to 
minimize error associated with large changes in enrichment 
over time. For estimated and constrained Ra, the αi were 
estimated at a subset of those time points (t=0, 10, 30, 60, 
90, 120, 180, and 240) to balance model flexibility with the 
number of parameters to be estimated from the data as has 
previously been described for approximating Ra glucose.10 
Comparing Ra and simulation results: We expected α0 to 
give a measure of lipolysis in the fasted state analogous 

to the baseline stage of the hyperinsulinemic- euglycemic 
clamp.25 26 38 39 To compare the estimates of α0 resulting 
from different methods, we used box and whisker plots and 
applied the Wilcoxon signed- rank test to values of α0 paired 
by participant. We also used Bland- Altman plots to compare 
estimates of α0, and we report the bias ±95% CIs and limits 
of agreement for the Bland- Altman plots.

Each representation of Ra produced a simulated time 
trace of glycerol concentration during the OGTT. To 
compare the performance of each representation of Ra, we 
computed the least- squares error between simulated glyc-
erol time traces and measured glycerol data. We compared 
the errors associated with each method using box and 
whisker plots and the Wilcoxon signed- rank test on errors 
paired by participant.

rEsulTs
Ra glycerol varied depending on different methods. As 
described above, we determined the parameters αi in the 
representation of Ra glycerol using several different methods 
denoted as Steele’s Ra, estimated Ra, and constrained 
Ra. These methods produced different profiles for Ra(t) 
(figure 3). All profiles exhibited a reduction of Ra glycerol 
following the glucose drink. However, the estimate of Ra 
at baseline given by α0 was higher for Steele’s Ra compared 
with estimated Ra (median 3.44 for Steele’s Ra and 1.09 for 
estimated Ra; p=3.05e-04; figure 3B). Bland- Altman plots 
showed that the α0 associated with estimated Ra had a bias 
of −1.99 with 95% CI of the bias (−2.7457 to –1.2355) 
compared with Steele’s Ra. The 95% limits of agreement 
were (−4.6631 to 0.6818), although interpretation of these 
values was limited by the small sample size. Steele’s Ra was 
generally larger than estimated Ra across the OGTT except 
in subjects for whom the recovery of Steele’s Ra values 
lagged behind the recovery of glycerol concentrations in a 
non- physiologic way. Estimated and constrained Ra values 
recovered in conjunction with recovery of glycerol concen-
trations in all participants.

Simulated glycerol sensitive to Ra. Across the OGTT, 
glycerol concentrations fell in response to increased insulin 
concentrations in all participants (figure 4). The simulated 
glycerol concentrations were sensitive to the representation 
of Ra, however, for all Ra the simulated glycerol profiles 
showed the stereotypical reduction associated with suppres-
sion of lipolysis during an OGTT. For each method, we 
computed the least- squares error between the simulated 
glycerol concentrations and the measured glycerol concen-
trations across the OGTT. We found that the error between 
these concentrations was greatest for Steele’s Ra compared 
with the estimated or constrained Ra (both p=6.103e-05). 
The error associated with the constrained Ra was higher 
compared with the estimated Ra (p=0.001), but the median 
values were close (23.42 for constrained Ra; 18.45 for esti-
mated Ra) compared with the median value for Steele’s Ra 
(82.40) (figure 4B). Model simulations using the constrained 
Ra successfully described glycerol data in reflecting different 
glycerol and insulin profiles (figure 4C- H).

We found that the one- compartment- based mathematical 
model robustly described the suppression and recovery of 
glycerol concentrations during an OGTT for youth with 
different patterns of glycerol and insulin concentrations. 
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Figure 3 Comparison of Steele’s calculation, and estimated and constrained models to calculate glycerol Ra. The Ra of glycerol is a 
key output of the mathematical model of glycerol dynamics. (A) Computing (Steele’s Ra) or estimating (estimated and constrained Ra) 
the Ra- glycerol for a representative research subject produces different characterizations of lipolysis across the OGTT. (B) The parameter 
α0 represents Ra- glycerol at baseline (time t=0), and α0 calculated with Steele’s non- steady state equation is greater compared with α0 
estimated from the glycerol data (Wilcoxon signed- rank test, P=0.0003). (C) Bland- Altman plots show that the α0 in estimated Ra is lower 
than α0 in Steele’s Ra with a bias of −1.99±0.76 (95% CI). (D–F) Representations of average Ra across subjects demonstrated different 
profiles for Steele’s Ra (D), Estimated Ra (E), and Constrained Ra (F).  OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; Ra, rate of appearance. 

Simulated glycerol time traces depended on the representa-
tion of Ra glycerol, and data were better fit by simulations 
using estimated and constrained Ra compared with Steele’s 
Ra.

The improved fit to glycerol data produced by estimated 
Ra compared with Steele’s Ra was likely caused, in part, by 
simulated glycerol traces for individuals for whom Steele’s 
Ra failed to recover in conjunction with measured glycerol 
concentrations. The delayed recovery of Steele’s Ra for 
some participants suggests that additional factors, such as 
recycling of the glycerol tracer, may affect measured enrich-
ments.3 Similarly, other well- described sources of error in 
Steele’s non- steady state equation applied to calculate Ra 
glucose likely also apply to Ra glycerol. These include a 
variable volume of distribution; sensitivity to the change 
in enrichment (particularly when enrichment is changing 
quickly), and potential multi- exponential washout kinetics.3 
However, glycerol uptake is typically proportional to 
glycerol concentration over physiological ranges.40 For 
example, Steele’s Ra is unable to compensate for time- 
dependent changes in the volume of distribution, but these 
changes may be absorbed in the parameters representing 
estimated Ra. This contributes to a poorer fit of simulated 
glycerol concentrations compared with measured glycerol 
concentrations when Steele’s Ra is used in the model.

By contrast, non- steady state errors should not affect 
Steele’s Ra at baseline when enrichment, distribution 
volume, and uptake are essentially constant analogous to 

its application in the clamp.24–26 31 32 Therefore, the system-
atic difference between estimated Ra and Steele’s Ra at 
baseline suggests that estimated Ra may not accurately 
reflect lipolysis rates across the OGTT. The constrained Ra 
combines the features of Steele’s Ra and estimated Ra by 
constraining Ra to be equal to Steele’s Ra at baseline (α0) 
and allowing the other αi parameters to be estimated based 
on measured glycerol concentrations. Thus, the constrained 
Ra describes a glycerol appearance rate that reflects lipolysis 
at baseline and, when implemented in the model, produces 
simulated glycerol concentrations that are consistent with 
measured glycerol concentrations across the OGTT for 
participants with different glycerol and insulin profiles. 
Future work is needed to validate the constrained Ra as a 
predictor of lipolysis in the dynamic setting of the OGTT 
and explore mathematical modeling frameworks that 
incorporate additional physiological complexity of insulin- 
mediated suppression of lipolysis.

ConClusIons
Stable isotope tracer methodologies represent an important 
tool to advance the understanding of physiology within in 
the whole body and also in individual organs. In this article, 
we have described (1) a methodological advance for the 
study of hepatic metabolism and (2) a model adaptation for 
a postprandial measure of lipolysis. When combined with 
an oral glycerol tracer, isotopomer analysis can be used to 
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Figure 4 Calculated glycerol concentrations using Steele’s calculation, and estimated and constrained models in participants with 
varying degrees of  insulin resistance . Changes in serum glycerol and insulin concentrations during the OGTT and the dependence 
of simulated glycerol concentrations on the representation of Ra- glycerol. (A,B) Serum glycerol concentrations fall during the OGTT 
(A) in response to increases in insulin (B). (C) The error between simulated and measured glycerol concentrations is greatest when 
glycerol is simulated using Steele’s Ra (median 82.40) compared with Estimated Ra (median 18.45) or Constrained Ra (median 23.42); 
Wilcoxon signed- rank test, (both p=6.103e-05). (D1,2)–(F1,2) Glycerol and simulated glycerol (D1, E1, F1) concentrations and insulin 
concentrations (D2, E2, F2) for three representative subjects with different glycerol- insulin profiles. The goodness- of- fit of the simulated 
glycerol concentrations varied with the implementation of different Ra- glycerol calculations.  OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; Ra, rate of 
appearance.

quantitate the movement of carbons down glycolysis and 
through the hepatic TCA or up toward the PPP. These alter-
nate fates of glycerol were compared with its contribution 
more directly to the production of glucose through GNG. 
The initial OGTT glycerol model using Steele’s calculation 
resulted in an estimated Ra that did not accurately describe 
glycerol concentrations in the post- OGTT state. Rather, 
representation of Ra using Steele’s equation to calculate 
basal Ra and estimating the remainder of the Ra parameters 
using glycerol data offered the best solution. The continued 
method development in the field of isotope tracers is both 
necessary and exciting for the advancement of our under-
standing of how physiology is altered during feeding and in 
states of insulin resistance.
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